
SANTA ANITA ANALYSIS
BY BRAD FREE
BEST BET: RACE 6, SPIN ME A KISS

FIRST RACE
YAFFE may or may not like dirt; she bobbled at the break and finished far back her only previous dirt start. But now 
she drops to the bottom class level for the first time ($12.5k claiming, N2L), and meets soft rivals. She “should” win, 
only if she handles the footing. Otherwise, this mile race is a scramble. LOVELY LINDA also shows up for the first 
time at the bottom level. She won a maiden-claiming race on dirt two starts back, then last out she set the pace in 
a turf route and tired. Win or lose, she will be forwardly placed. TIZNO’S DILEMMA arrives from Century Downs in 
Alberta, Canada. She earned decent figures last fall, but is making her first start in three months with an abbreviated 
work pattern. New face in a weak race, but uncertain if she can deliver a top effort first start back.

SECOND RACE
ALTERNATE RHYTHM and HONEYMOONZ OVER both drop from maiden special-weight to maiden-50. Either can 
win. The call is ALTERNATE RHYTHM, who exits a highly race that was validated Saturday when third-place finisher 
Lombo won a maiden special-weight. ‘RHYTHM adds blinkers, shortens to five and a half, and should be in the hunt 
start to finish. He will be hounded from the outside by first-time gelding HONEYMOONZ OVER. The latter tailed off 
in summer; he showed promise his first two starts on this track last spring. JOEJOE’S KINGDOM is improving each 
start. He moves up from maiden-30 after a solid runner-up finish in which he was more than three lengths clear of 
third. He has the highest last-out Beyer, yet could start at a hint of a price due to the class hike. CHARMING GENT 
drops in class, but the rail does him no favors. He is not particularly quick early.

THIRD RACE
A losing streak will end in this $32k claiming turf mile, which is restricted to horses that did not win a race in 2017-
18. The call is CROWN THE KITTEN, a habitual runner-up making his first start since being claimed from a runner-
up finish for this price in a similarly restricted turf mile in November. He has four wins, 11 seconds from 30 starts. 
CONQUEST DADDYO was only prepping two weeks ago when eighth in a $50k claiming turf sprint. He stretches 
back to two turns, and drops in class. CLEVER ROYAL could vie for favoritism in his second start at the meet. He 
has speed and the rail and therefore is a candidate to set the pace.

FOURTH RACE
TEQUILA SUNRISE showed promise both starts last year at 2, runner-up behind next-out graded winner Spectator 
in her sprint debut, and runner-up next out in a turf route. TEQUILA SUNRISE has not raced since July, but her work 
pattern is solid and her late-developing pedigree (Lemon Drop Kid, Empire Maker mare) suggests improvement as 
she matures. TWO STEPS FASTER has improved each successive start; she finished second last out in her first try 
around two turns. DANCING BELLE is an eight-start maiden with four in-the-money finishes. Someday. SECRET 
CAUSEWAY and TEA FOR TAM are second-start maidens stretching out after finishing unplaced in their respective 
sprint debuts. Both are eligible to improve.

FIFTH RACE
A respectable runner-up debut by SHINING ARMADA stamps her the choice in this maiden-20 for fillies and mares. 
‘ARMADA ran well first out. She tucked fourth on the rail, behind runners, split horses off the turn, took aim on 
the leader, rallied inside to nearly reach even terms, and held second. Good try. It won’t take much better to win 
this. DRESSED IN PRADA has the top last-out figure, a 52 Beyer finishing second. She is not quick, but she will be 
finishing. She could go favored. No real knocks other than price. OUR BRIGHT STAR, whose odds could be 50-1 or 
higher, merits a longshot look based on pace. This field is short on speed; ‘BRIGHT STAR might be quick enough to 
make the lead. Chances are, she will do the same thing she did her first three starts and fade again. But if she makes 
the lead, gets comfortable, she has a crazy chance to light up the board.

SIXTH RACE
Downhill specialist SPIN ME A KISS gets a favorable pace scenario for her first start in three months. The stakes-
placed front-runner could be lone speed in this N2X turf sprint for fillies and mares. ‘KISS made four starts on the 
hill: a win, two seconds and third by a neck. Should be long gone, unless she gets hooked early by the filly to her 
outside. SNOW CLOUD prefers the Del Mar five-furlong turf distance over the Santa Anita six and a half, but she is 
consistent and will roll late. With 7 wins from 35 starts, she is the winningest in the field. MISS SOUTHERN MISS 
scratched from the G3 Las Cienegas Stakes on Saturday to run in this N2X. A turf stakes winner on this course 
as a 2yo in late 2016, she drops in class and will roll late. Lightly raced ANGEL ALLIE also scratched from the Las 
Cienegas; she moves up a notch after a sharp N1X win on this course in just the fourth start of her career. LAKE TIME 
is the aforementioned front-runner that could keep the top choice company.

SEVENTH RACE
Runner-up last out vs. similar, while seven lengths clear of third, KISS OF DAHPESPE gets the call to “upset” high-
figure filly LINE DRIVE. The runner-up finish by ‘DAHPESPE was a significant improvement over her modest debut; 
she will be applying pace pressure to the filly on the rail. That is LINE DRIVE, who earned an 84 Beyer Figure six days 
ago while defeating maiden-30s by 17 lengths. If she runs two alike, she probably will win. However, chances are 
she will return to Earth wheeling back in less than a week. UNO TROUBLE MAKER was claimed from a four-length 
maiden-30 win last out; FRACAS was claimed from a three-win win in a $32k claiming race. She is the only starter 
with two wins. Though not quick enough to keep pace early, she will roll late.

EIGHTH RACE
LOOKING AT THELAKE has much to overcome in this turf sprint, as she tries to rally from the back of the pack with 
the turf rails at 30 feet. And yet, the pace should be quick enough to flatter her kick as she shortens up her first try 
on the hill. Runner-up twice at this level in fall around two turns, ‘THELAKE perhaps can blast home for the win. 
KHALEESI has improved since trying the hill three times last spring. She was claimed nearly three months for $40k 
(speed-and-fade running long); this is her first start for trainer Mike Machowsky. He brings her back in a starter al-
lowance, and shortens her to a sprint. She certainly has more tactical speed than the top choice, and could tuck into 
a good trip positioned right behind the speed. KHALEESI was a vet scratch early this month, but worked well since. 
MIDNIGHT SWINGER finished second two previous on the hill; she finished behind the top choice two previous at 
two turns. LORI’S ATTITUDE finished in the money five of seven on the hill, albeit vs. maidens. PARTY HOSTESS 
has run races that put her in the hunt. Good, challenging race on which to end the Thursday card. Lots of ways to go.


